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IIDEX/NEOCON 2010 AWARDS IN CANADA
VOX MONOGRAM – THE NEW GOLD STANDARD IN MODULAR TABLES

TORONTO, September 28, 2010 –
Nienkämper continues to expand it’s prominent VOX conference collection and introduces the award winning
design by Mark Muller, VOX Monogram, which took home a GOLD this week at IIDEX/NEOCON 2010.
Libraries and learning centres have changed dramatically in recent years, but the design of the furniture used in
these settings has not kept pace. Designed for use in tandem, these computer-compatible tables and towers can be
easily reconfigured, expanded, and set at just the right height for people, whatever their age and level of mobility.
The petal-like, essentially triangular shape of each VOX Monogram Table top makes it possible to create an
immense variety of clustered and/or linear configurations around each connectivity-providing Core Tower. Each
Core Tower supplies power and data connections to up to five VOX Monogram Tables. Libraries must be accessible
to people who use wheelchairs and other mobility devices, and in many cases some or all of a libraryʼs users are
children. For these reasons VOX Monogram Tables are height adjustable; during installation each table can be
independently set and locked at the desired height.
Market response to VOX Monogram Tables and Core Towers has been particularly strong, most likely because
these products were specifically created to meet changing marketplace needs that were not being met by more
conventional furniture options.
VOX Monogram Tables and Core Towers combine clean lines with simple, accessible and clutter-free wire
management. Top options range from durable laminates to fine veneers.
Making efficient use of all available space has become a priority. The exceptional configurability of VOX Monogram
Tables and Core Towers ensures that computer-compatible workstations and kiosks can be installed virtually
anywhere – even in awkwardly shaped, ʻleftoverʼ spaces. Installations can be easily reconfigured or added to at a
later date, and the design of this furniture imposes no limits on the size of an installation.
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VOX Monogram Tables and Core Towers make minimal use of materials, are high in recycled material content, and
occupy a compact footprint. They can be specified with materials that are FSC certified and can be ordered with a
GREENGUARD finish package. Lower in height than traditional study carrels, VOX Monogram Tables and Core
Towers also promote day-lighting.
Established in 1968, Nienkämper is an internationally recognized designer and manufacturer of fine office furniture.
Recognized as one of the 50 Best Managed Companies in Canada, Nienkämper is committed to being at the
forefront of innovation; collaborating with forward-thinking designers; and pushing the boundaries of technology.
Excellence from design to delivery. Please visit www.nienkamper.com
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